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We introduce a lock-in method to increase the phase contrast in incoherent differential phase contrast (DPC)
imaging. This method improves the phase sensitivity by the analog removal of the background. The use of a
smart pixel detector with in-pixel signal demodulation, paired with synchronized switching illumination, provides
the basis of a bit-efficient approach to emulate a lock-in DPC. The experiments show an increased sensitivity by a
factor of up to 8, as expected from theory, and a reduction of collected data by a factor of 70, for equivalent standard
DPC measurements; single-shot sensitivity of 0.7 mrad at a frame rate of 1400 frames per second is demonstrated.
This new approach may open the way for the use of incoherent phase microscopy in biological applications where
extreme phase sensitivity and millisecond response time are required. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.445896

1. INTRODUCTION

Differential phase contrast (DPC) is a microscopy technique
that has recently gained attention for its simple implementation
and its ability to provide accurate quantitative phase informa-
tion regarding transparent samples using incoherent light
[1–7]. With the use of asymmetric, incoherent illumination,
it is possible to reconstruct the phase profile of weakly scatter-
ing samples by inverting approximated linear equations [1].
Several applications have been demonstrated over the years,
with particular focus on biological samples [8–12] that often
satisfy the requirement of low scattering.

However, it was shown that the phase sensitivity is limited to
several tens of mrad [13], which prevents applications where
extreme phase sensitivity is required, such as the optical imag-
ing of action potentials, where interferometric techniques still
dominate [14–19].

Several steps can be taken to maximize contrast and improve
sensitivity. For example, blocking light coming from low angles
can increase the contrast by up to a factor of 2 [13]. Another
approach is to average multiple frames, but this comes at the
cost of speed and makes real-time recording much more data
intensive: the sensitivity only improves as the square root of the
number of frames.

Finally, sensitivity can be improved by increasing the power
of the illumination source, as the phase image is proportional to
the total light intensity [1]. On the other hand, the background
is also proportional to the illumination power, and for small
phase modulations the background component can saturate the
detector before significant sensitivity improvement is achieved.

While detectors with larger well capacity can be used to extend
the dynamic range, these usually have much larger pixels, thus
sacrificing either spatial resolution or field of view.

In this paper, we explore a new approach to DPC, based on
lock-in amplification to directly measure the amplitude of
phase modulation, produced by alternating mirrored illumina-
tions. Using a so-called lock-in camera (heliCam, Heliotis), we
demonstrate how it is possible to obtain high-contrast, back-
ground-free, full-field DPC images. Other advantages of this
technique include a reduced amount of data to be collected,
rejection of out of frequency modulations, and optimized
use of the dynamic range. Comparative measurements of weak
phase transparent samples in standard and lock-in DPC are
used to show the improvement given by the proposed
technique.

2. THEORY

In DPC, a thin, partially transparent object is usually illumi-
nated with partially coherent light whose angular profile S is
asymmetric [1]. The light transmitted by the object is then re-
focused onto a detector through an optical system with pupil P.
If the object being measured is weakly scattering, it is possible
to linearize the equations that govern the image formation, thus
obtaining [1]

Ĩ�~uc� � Bδ�~uc� �H abs�~uc�μ̃�~uc� �H ph�~uc�φ̃�~uc�, (1)

where ·̃ represents the Fourier transform operation; I is the in-
tensity at the detector; ~uc is the transverse spatial frequency co-
ordinate at the detector; B is the background term; δ is the
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Dirac delta; H abs, H ph are the absorption and phase transfer
functions; and μ, φ are the sample’s absorption and phase pro-
file. For simplicity, we will not consider the absorption term in
the following, but the theory is easily generalized.

The background term and the phase transfer function can
be calculated starting from the source angular profile and pupil.
In particular, if a non-aberrated setup with circular pupil is con-
sidered, it is possible to show that

B �
ZZ

S�~u 0�jP�~u 0�j2d2~u 0, (2)

H ph�~uc� ∝ i
�ZZ

S�~u 0�P��~u 0�P�−~uc � ~u 0�d2~u 0

−

ZZ
S�~u 0�P�~u 0�P��~uc � ~u 0�d2~u 0

�
: (3)

The image formed at the detector is thus the sum of a back-
ground term independent of the sample, and a phase term,
which is our quantity of interest.

If the source profile is modulated over time, the intensity
will also change accordingly. Typically, in DPC the source pro-
file will switch between two or more mirrored profiles. This
modulation can be periodic, for example,

S�~u, t� �
�

S�~u� for 0� kT ≤ t < T
2 � kT

S�−~u� for T
2 � kT ≤ t < T � kT

: (4)

The time-dependent image would then be

Ĩ�~uc, t�
� Bδ�~uc� �H ph�~uc, t�φ̃�~uc�

�
�Bδ�~uc� �H ph�~uc�φ̃�~uc� for 0� kT ≤ t < T

2 � kT

Bδ�~uc� −H ph�~uc�φ̃�~uc� for T
2 � kT ≤ t < T � kT

:

(5)

The quantity of interest is, in this case, the amplitude of
the modulated term. In standard DPC this component is
isolated from the background by recording a frame for each

illumination state, and computing the difference between
the two frames, such that ĨDPC�~uc� � 2H ph�~uc�φ̃�~uc�. This
procedure digitally removes the background, but the single
raw measurements still contain it. If the modulated term
2H ph�~uc�φ̃�~uc� is big enough compared to the background,
this is not an issue, but if the sample is too weak, the dynamic
range of the detector will not be able to accommodate at the
same time a powerful background and a weak modulation.
Indeed, both the phase transfer function and the background
term depend on the source profile and the pupil, thus any in-
crease of the modulated term comes with an increase of the
background, which might cause saturation.

In order to circumvent this problem, it is necessary to
use a scheme that directly demodulates the amplitude of
H ph�~uc, t�φ̃�~uc�, for example using lock-in amplification. A
classic lock-in detector has a single point, so it would require
a scanning confocal optical system in order to obtain a full im-
age. Clearly, this would impact the complexity and speed of the
system, which is not an ideal solution.

An alternative option is to use a detector with “smart pixels,”
which incorporate special electronics to performmore advanced
analog operations. One such detector is Heliotis’ heliCam
C3, which is a detector based on CMOS technology, and whose
pixels contain signal demodulation circuitry [20–23]. The
demodulation stage is based on I-Q direct detection, schemati-
cally depicted in Fig. 1(c) [22]. The camera outputs the frames
I and Q , which are the demodulated amplitudes of the input
signal multiplied by discrete quadrature signals from the local
oscillator. From these demodulated frames one can then calcu-
late the signal amplitude and phase as

A �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2 � Q2

q
, φ � arctan 2�I ,Q� − π

4
: (6)

This type of detector can be used to obtain DPC images
according to the scheme of Fig. 1(c). Assuming that two sources
of illumination are used (for example, from the left and right
sides of the optical axis), these can be switched periodically over

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Scheme of operation of lock-in DPC with two illuminations. (a) Simplified DPC microscope scheme during the first half period; the left
source SL illuminates the object (O), the transmitted light is collected by the objective (Obj), and an image is formed by the tube lens (TL) on the
camera (C). (b) Simplified DPC scheme during the second half period, using the right source SR . (c) Scheme of operation of a heliCam C3 pixel. The
signal modulated at frequency 1∕T is integrated and sampled four times during each period. The local oscillator (LO) generates two discrete signals:
uI is a periodic sequence of [�1, 0, −1, 0], and uQ is the same signal phase shifted by 90°. Discrete multiplication is performed between the sampled
signal and each of the two local oscillator signals. The resulting signals are then low-pass filtered (LPF) and averaged in time (AVG), giving at the
output the frames I andQ , which are digitized by a 10-bit ADC. To synchronize with the DPC illumination, the two sources SL and SR are switched
on and off alternatively over a period T equal to the demodulation period of the lock-in camera. Four samples are taken during one cycle: two while
the source SL is on (IL andQL) and two while the source SR is on (IR andQR). If the illumination switches in phase with the local oscillator, I andQ
are equal.
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the period T , equal to the demodulation period, as shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). During a demodulation cycle, the first two
quarter period integrations sample the first illumination, SL,
while the last two sample the second illumination, SR . After
multiplication with the local oscillator signals, the output
frames I andQ represent the classic DPC images. If the switch-
ing of sources is in phase with the local oscillator, the frames I
and Q should be identical. For DPC, we cannot calculate the
amplitude as in Eq. (6), but rather as the simple sum of I and
Q , as the information about positive and negative pixel values
(after subtraction) is fundamental to reconstruct a quantitative
phase map of the sample. More details on the practical imple-
mentation of lock-in DPC and the relevant electronic signals
within a pixel are given in Appendix A.

A. Sensitivity
Sensitivity in DPC can be calculated from the contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) [13,24,25]: the level of contrast that gives a CNR
equal to one is considered to be the minimum amount of
modulation that can be detected. If shot noise is the dominat-
ing noise source [26,27], it is possible to approximate the CNR
as [13,24,28]

CNR ∝
F −1f2H ph�~uc�φ̃�~uc�gffiffiffi

B
p , (7)

where F −1 is the inverse Fourier transform operator.
Let us now rewrite this expression in terms of source power.

The source term S can be expressed as the product between the
total power K and the normalized source, which depends on
the direction u of the emitted photons:

S�~u� � K · Snorm�~u�, (8)

where

K �
ZZ

S�~u�d2~u,
ZZ

Snorm�~u�d2~u � 1: (9)

If we assume that the support of S is entirely contained in
the support of the pupil P, which is normally the case in DPC,
then from Eq. (2) we can see that B � K . The same normali-
zation can be also done for H ph, so that

H ph�~u� � B ·H norm�~u�, (10)

where H norm is the phase transfer function normalized to one.
By inserting Eq. (10) in Eq. (7), we obtain

CNR ∝
ffiffiffi
B

p
· F −1f2H norm�~uc�φ̃�~uc�g: (11)

It is indeed possible to increase the CNR by simply increas-
ing the incident power, but in standard DPC the maximum
CNR is limited by saturation of the pixels.

The CNR of Eq. (11) holds equally for the lock-in scheme.
In this case, the maximum CNR can be limited in three ways:
(1) the source has reached its maximum power and cannot be
further increased; (2) the modulation is saturating the pixels, in
which case the maximum CNR is reached; (3) the background
term between the two illuminations is not identical, and their
difference BL − BR saturates the pixels. In our current imple-
mentation, this last case turned out to limit the CNR improve-
ment the most. While the average background power can be

easily tuned, non-uniformities in the illuminations are going
to be different. Expressing the non-uniformity as a fraction
r of the background B, we should require that it remains below
the full-scale capacity of the pixels: rB < W , where W is the
well capacity. In comparison, for standard DPC, we have seen
that the limit is B < W . This means that for an implementa-
tion where the non-uniformity is the main limitation, the maxi-
mum theoretical CNR ratio becomes

CNRlock-in

CNRstandard

� 1ffiffi
r

p : (12)

A more detailed derivation of this result is provided in
Appendix B. For incoherent sources such as those in our setup,
a uniformity level of 1% of the average intensity is presently
state-of-the-art [29]. As a consequence, with our current imple-
mentation we can expect in practice a maximum improvement
in sensitivity by an order of magnitude.

In the lock-in camera by Heliotis, we can set the demodu-
lation period, T lock-in, and the number of cycles that are aver-
aged before a frame is obtained, k, which is a minimum of four.
During this acquisition time of T lock-in · k, the two frames I
and Q are obtained, which we sum as they are identical; thus
the equivalent exposure time of DPC is given by

T IQ � T lock-in · k
2

: (13)

In standard DPC, we collect the two images IL and IR , with
an exposure time of T LR for each. To obtain the DPC image,
these two are subtracted. As shown before, both standard and
lock-in DPC CNRs is governed by Eq. (11), which is also pro-
portional to the square root of the total number of photons
integrated by the detector:

CNR ∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T · n

p
, (14)

where T is the exposure time and n is the photon rate. If the
power of the sources is maintained the same for both standard
and lock-in DPC experiments, then we can expect the improve-
ment of CNR as

CNRlock-in

CNRstandard

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T IQ

T LR

s
: (15)

In the following, we will verify this ratio.

B. Reconstruction
A key step of DPC is the reconstruction of a quantitative phase
map of the sample. In order to do this, the DPC image is nor-
malized by the background factor B [1], so that the result of the
reconstruction is directly expressed in units of radians. Usually,
the factor B is simply calculated as the sum of the two images
with opposite illuminations since the phase modulation should
cancel out. This is not possible in lock-in DPC, where the
demodulated phase is directly obtained and the separate images
IL and IR are not measured.

A simple way to circumvent this issue is to record a single
standard DPC image, to use it as reference. The heliCam lock-
in camera allows one to record images also as a standard detec-
tor. The sources are always driven at their maximum power,
which means that the total exposure time in standard DPC
has to be much shorter than in lock-in DPC, due to the
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saturation caused by the strong background. Similar to the ratio
of CNR in Eq. (15), the background ratio is equal to the
exposure time ratio; thus we can write

Block-in �
Bstandard · T IQ

T LR

: (16)

This estimated background will be used to reconstruct
quantitative phase in lock-in DPC.

In this paper, the method of Tikhonov inversion [1] is used
to reconstruct the phase sample from the DPC images. As often
observed in the literature [1,2,4], the regularization parameter
has been tuned empirically for each experiment, in order to
adapt to the various CNR conditions tested [13,30].

3. SETUP

A. Microscope
The microscope DPC setup is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a
classic DPC microscope setup, with the addition of an extra 4f
system to relay the pupil located inside the objective barrel. In
order to control the NA of the setup, a variable aperture is lo-
cated at the relayed pupil. After the aperture, a beam splitter
separates the light in two paths: on the transmitted path, a tube
lens forms an image of the sample at the lock-in camera; on the
reflected path, a second 4f system is used to form an image of
the pupil plane on a secondary camera. This image represents
the illumination profile within the boundaries of the pupil and
will be used to calculate the phase transfer function for phase
reconstruction [13].

The heliCam C3 detector features 300 × 300 pixels with a
40 μm × 40 μm spacing. The fill factor is 50% or more thanks
to a microlens array. It can demodulate signals at a frequency of
up to 250 kHz, but the maximum frame rate is 3800 frames per
second (fps). The frames are digitized over 10 bits.

The microscope’s field of view has a size of 600 μm ×
600 μm, while the pixel size limits resolution to 2 μm.

B. Illumination
Several strict requirements have to be met for the illumination
of the lock-in DPC setup. In order to ensure the maximum
field of view with unsaturated pixels, the background subtrac-
tion provided by lock-in only works if the switching illumina-
tions have equal distributions in the object plane. Therefore, it
is necessary to build a system that is able to match and align
these light distributions to a high degree of accuracy. Moreover,
high efficiency in light delivery is necessary, so that enough
power is available to take advantage of the lock-in scheme.
Finally, the NA should be as close as possible to that of the
objective, in order to maximize contrast [4,13].

Considering these conditions, we opted to use two high-
power red LEDs, with approximately 120° emission angle.
Their emission area is obstructed by electrodes which lead
to an inhomogeneous light profile, so it is not possible to di-
rectly image them onto the object plane. Among various op-
tions to even out the illumination, the use of a hexagonal
light pipe was chosen (Edmund Optics, #63-080 N-BK7
Hexagonal Light Pipe). These light pipes can homogenize
non-uniform light thanks to total internal reflection, so that

Fig. 2. Lock-in DPC microscope setup. The sample is located at the object plane (OP) of the objective (20×, 0.4 NA) and illuminated with red
LED light (LED Engin LZ1 623 nm). The pupil (FP) of the objective is located inside the objective barrel (yellow dashed line) and is relayed with a
4f system (lenses L1 and L2, two identical 180 mm focal length lenses, with 2 in. diameter). A variable aperture (Ap) is located at the relayed pupil to
adjust the system’s NA to the maximum illumination angle. With a tube lens (TL, a 200 mm focal length lens, matched to the objective’s spec-
ifications) an image is formed at the image plane (IP) where the lock-in camera is located. A beam splitter (BS) is used to form a second arm: there, a
second 4f system forms an image of the pupil onto a standard CMOS camera. The zoomed inset shows the scheme of the illumination part of the
setup. The light coming from a high-power red LED is focused with a 4f system onto the facet of a hexagonal glass pipe (HP). The light going
through this glass pipe is reflected several times and gets scrambled, lighting the output facet with uniform intensity. A knife-edge mirror (KE) is
placed at the back focal plane of a collimating lens (CL). This mirror has two reflecting surfaces at a 90° angle, and the edge is also reflecting. This
mirror is placed such that the edge crosses the optical axis at the back focal plane. In this way the mirror acts as a Fourier filter that selects only one
half of the illumination profile. A focusing lens (FL) is then placed above the KE and it makes an image of the output facet of the HP, at the OP.
An identical set of elements is placed on the other side of the KE.
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the output facet lights up with even intensity. The output facet
can then be imaged at the object plane.

The angular distribution of this facet is still symmetric with
respect to the optical axis, so it has to be filtered so that the two
LEDs provide mirrored distributions that can be both focused
at the same position. A convenient solution that combines the
filtering and combination of illuminations is the knife-edge
mirror. This is made of two mirrors at 90°, and the edge is also
reflective (Thorlabs, MRAK25-G01). The edge is placed at the
back focal plane of the collimating lens, such that it intersects
the optical axis. In this way, the horizontal plane just above the
knife-edge mirror will contain only half of the angular distri-
bution of each light pipe output. A focusing lens is then placed
at a focal distance from this plane, so that two similar images of
the hexagonal facets are created at the object plane.

This solution is very compact, and as a consequence it is
possible to use short focal length, high NA lenses, with the ben-
efit of minimal losses and maximum NA. On the other hand,
this implementation only features one axis of illumination,
which can cause distortions of the phase reconstruction due
to missing spatial frequencies in the direction perpendicular
to the axis of illumination [1]. This issue could be solved by
using custom mirrors with multiple facets, such as pyramidal
for two-axis illumination. The I and Q output could then be
dedicated to an axis of illumination each, rather than being
identical such as in the current implementation. In this paper,
we were mostly focused on contrast, and we mitigated distor-
tions for the reconstructions in Section 4.B by making sure that
none of the main edges were parallel to the illumination.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The setup described in Fig. 2 was used to characterize the im-
provements given by the use of lock-in compared to stan-
dard DPC.

For each experiment, we collect images of the same sample
using both DPCmodalities: standard DPC, based on the differ-
ence of two images that were separately acquired, and lock-in
DPC, based on in-pixel demodulation by the camera.

The lock-in camera features a so-called “intensity mode,”
where two standard images at different exposure times are col-
lected. The camera then outputs a high dynamic range image,
composed of the non-saturated pixels from the two images. In
order to avoid the mixing of these two images, which could
introduce extra noise and make the evaluation of CNR incor-
rect, we maintained the average gray level around one quarter of
the 10-bit range, so that only the long exposure time image is
used. This means that the exposure time could be increased by
a factor of 4, improving the CNR by a factor of 2, according to
Eq. (14). Since we are interested in comparing the best result of
lock-in DPC with the best result of standard DPC, we will take
these factors into account in the following results.

Background images in the absence of a sample are also col-
lected in order to remove unwanted illumination structures,
which are particularly intense in lock-in DPC due to the strong
amplification. The power of the LEDs is maintained equal dur-
ing all measurements. This means that the exposure time for
standard DPC has to be much shorter due to saturation.

The USAF target samples used in these experiments were
fabricated by photolithography of fused silica wafers with vary-
ing etching times, in order to obtain different heights and, as a
consequence, different phase values. The nominal height was
calculated based on the calibrated etching rate, and later verified
via atomic force microscopy measurements.

A. Sensitivity
The first set of measurements concerns the improvement of
sensitivity that lock-in DPC allows to achieve. A qualitative
comparison is shown in Fig. 3, for a USAF target whose phase
difference is approximately 19 mrad. In particular, Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) show a region of interest for standard and lock-in
DPC, respectively. For the lock-in image, the duration of
one cycle is set to be approximately 140 μs, and four cycles
are averaged by the camera before transmitting the digitized
measurement to the computer. From Eq. (13), the effective ex-
posure time is 280 μs. The sum I � Q is shown in Fig. 3(b),
after background subtraction.

The standard DPC image is obtained by subtracting the
images IL and IR , obtained with left-side and right-side illumi-
nation, respectively. Each image is recorded over 1 μs, and

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Comparison of standard and lock-in DPC images of a
19 mrad USAF target. (a) Region of interest (ROI) of the USAF target
measured in standard DPC, after background subtraction and averag-
ing of 280 frames of 1 μs exposure each. (b) ROI of the USAF target
measured in lock-in DPC, over a total exposure time of 280 μs, after
background subtraction. This image is the sum of the two quadrature
images I, Q. (c) Comparison of the cross section of the right-most
structure, in lock-in and standard DPC. The blue cross section refers
to the lock-in measurement, while the orange cross section refers to a
single standard measurement. The inset shows the same cross section
for standard DPC, but with a zoomed scale.
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Fig. 3(a) shows the average of 280 DPC images, which is ap-
proximately equivalent to the amount of integrated light in
lock-in DPC.

The cross section of the USAF target obtained in the two
cases is shown in Fig. 3(c), without averaging of the standard
DPC case. It is possible to appreciate that, while the shape of
the cross section is very similar, the intensity of the positive and
negative peaks in lock-in DPC is encoded over approximately 2
orders of magnitude more than those of standard DPC.
Moreover, having been able to integrate significantly more
light, the relative variation of the gray level between the pixels,
caused by noise, is greatly reduced in the lock-in measurement.
For an equal amount of collected data, that is I and Q in lock-
in, and IL and IR in standard DPC, it is possible to observe a
much better contrast and reduced noise in the first case.

In order to analyze the improvement of contrast in a more
quantitative way, we measured the CNR of several USAF sam-
ples, with varying phase values, in both DPC techniques. The
CNR was calculated as the ratio between the amplitude of the
cross section [maximum minus minimum, as seen in Fig. 3(c)],
and the standard deviation of a featureless area [31,32].

The ratio of exposure time was again 280. The exposure time
chosen for the lock-in DPC was such that some of the periph-
eral pixels were saturated, and thus we consider this to be the
maximum amount of photons that can be integrated before
significant distortion. In the standard case, the average gray
level reached only one quarter of the full dynamic range, for
the reasons explained previously. In order to compare the maxi-
mum CNR of both techniques, we corrected the exposure time
ratio by a factor of 4, giving 70, and we multiplied all the CNR
values of standard DPC by a factor of 2. The results of these
measurements are given in Fig. 4(a): it is possible to observe
how the CNRs for the lock-in technique are consistently
greater than those of standard DPC. In particular, for the small-
est sample that we used, at 5 mrad, the CNR of the standard
DPC is around 0.82, which means it is already below sensitiv-
ity. On the other hand, for the lock-in case, the CNR is around
7.2, which means that the sensitivity limit would be reached
around 0.7 mrad.

This is approximately a factor of 8 improvement, which is
expected given the exposure time ratio of 70, using Eq. (15).
Indeed, Fig. 4(b) shows the experimental ratio of CNR, plotted

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4. (a) CNR, measured as the ratio of maximum and minimum peak of the cross section and the standard deviation of a featureless area, is
calculated for several samples and plotted against their phase, for both lock-in and standard DPC, in blue and orange, respectively. The CNR of the
standard DPCmeasurements has been multiplied by 2 to take into account the possibility to increase the exposure time without saturating the 10-bit
detector. The error bar is obtained over 100 measurements. The green dashed line represents the sensitivity limit at CNR � 1, while the blue dotted
line is the extrapolated linear trend of the CNR in lock-in DPC. According to this extrapolation, on the horizontal axis the phase sensitivities of lock-
in DPC and standard DPC are shown, in blue and orange, respectively. (b) The ratio of CNR between lock-in and standard DPC is plotted against
the phase of several USAF targets. This ratio should be constant, at 8.36, since the ratio of exposure time is 70, considering an extra factor of 4 for the
standard measurement exposure time to reach the best-case scenario. The error bars are obtained over 100 measurements. (c) CNR for increasing
number of averaged standard DPC frames, compared to a single lock-in acquisition. The top horizontal axis shows how many frames are averaged,
while the bottom horizontal axis shows how much time is required in total.
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for all the samples we tested, compared with the theoretical
value: the experimental ratio of CNR oscillates around this
value. Two of the experimental points require further explan-
ations. The error bar for the first phase value is significantly
bigger than the other ones: this is because the amplitude of
the cross section in standard DPC suffered from great uncer-
tainty due to its being below sensitivity. This error is then
propagated to the ratio of CNR. The last experimental point
is further from the theoretical values compared to the other
cases. It is possible that the amplitude of the cross section in
lock-in DPC is in fact underestimated in this case, as the modu-
lation given by this sample was very close to saturation.
Saturation of the lock-in DPC image would explain a CNR
value lower than expected.

As we have shown theoretically and experimentally, for an
equal amount of collected data, the CNR of lock-in DPC will
be greater than that of standard DPC by a factor equal to the
square root of the exposure time ratio. On the other hand, it is
still possible to reach the same CNR, by averaging enough
frames to reach an equivalent total exposure time, as shown
in Fig. 4(c). In this experiment, we collected multiple identical
frames in standard DPC, and calculated the CNR of an increas-
ing number of averaged frames. The curve of CNR displays the
classic

ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p
behavior, where N is the number of samples, in the

case frames. The orange circle marks the CNR value and ex-
posure time of the lock-in case. Indeed, when 70 standard
frames are averaged, reaching the same total exposure time,
the CNR is very similar.

B. Reconstruction
A key feature of DPC is the possibility of reconstructing quan-
titative phase information about the sample. As explained in
Section 2.B, in order to do this, the DPC image has to be nor-
malized by the background B. While this value is not known in
a lock-in measurement, we described a work-around, by using
the standard DPC background and multiplying it by the ratio
of exposure time. As an example, we measured the phase of a
reconstructed USAF target, in both standard and lock-in
DPC, and the result is shown in Fig. 5. In this experiment, we
reconstructed a 50.6 mrad sample. In Fig. 5(a), the
reconstruction is based on a single standard DPC image, over
an 8 μs exposure. In Fig. 5(b), instead, 58 standard DPC frames
were averaged, equaling the 464 μs exposure of the lock-in
DPC reconstruction of Fig. 5(c). Indeed, it is possible to see
how in the first image, it is difficult to recognize the shape
of the target, due to the amount of noise that has been trans-
ferred to the reconstructed phase. By averaging enough frames,
it is possible to obtain a similar reconstruction quality as in
lock-in. From a quantitative point of view, Fig. 5(d) shows
the comparison of the cross sections from reconstructions in
Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), highlighting the correct quantitative result
of reconstruction for our lock-in DPC measurement, using the
standard background.

In Fig. 6, we show another interesting feature of lock-in
DPC, which is the possibility of modulating contrast by chang-
ing the exposure time, without the need to acquire more
frames. In particular, Fig. 6(a) shows the phase reconstruction

Fig. 5. Reconstructed phase of a 50.6 mrad USAF target. The target was placed with an angle of 25° with respect to the direction of illumination,
so that none of the edges were parallel to it. As a consequence, no distortion is caused by the missing frequencies. The ROI is rotated here to show
straight rectangles. (a) Reconstructed phase from a single 8 μs exposure standard DPC image. (b) Reconstructed phase from 58 averaged standard
DPC frames. (c) Reconstructed phase from a single 464 μs lock-in measurement. (d) Comparison of the cross sections indicated in (b) and (c) with
the orange and blue lines.
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from a single 7 μs exposure standard DPC image, compared
with a single lock-in exposure of 120 μs in Fig. 6(b) and
248 μs in Fig. 6(c). The zoomed-in areas show how some low-
phase features become more nuanced using lock-in. In both
Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), just a single image was collected. The
zoomed-in sections are all scaled to the color bar on the left,
showing that the normalization procedure allows us to retrieve
the same quantitative phase as in standard DPC. As demon-
strated previously, it would still be possible to obtain similar
results in standard DPC, but this would require acquiring
17 images to reach the contrast of Fig. 6(b) and 35 images
to reach that of Fig. 6(c), with the disadvantages that come
with a more data intensive measurement, as explained in
Section 4.A.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a new approach to DPC, which
takes advantage of periodic modulation of illumination to auto-
matically extract the DPC information without encoding the
background. As a consequence, longer exposure times are pos-
sible without saturation of the pixels, which allows increasing
the CNR by almost an order of magnitude, in a single shot. In
particular, we demonstrated an improvement by a factor of up
to 8.3 of CNR for single exposures, which means that around
70 frames are needed in standard DPC to reach the image qual-
ity of lock-in DPC.

While similar sensitivities are reachable in standard DPC,
it is necessary to average tens of frames, which drastically in-
creases the bit rate of the stream from camera to computer
or reduces the duration of recording for cameras with onboard
memory. The power of lock-in DPC stands in being able to

reach such sensitivity in a single frame, drastically reducing
the data- and time-intensiveness of the technique. For example,
for a time lapse recording at 1400 frames per second, with a
300 × 300 pixels detector and a 10-bit depth, we obtain a
1.26 Gbit/s rate in lock-in DPC and 88.2 Gbit/s with standard
DPC for equal CNR. Current camera interface technologies
can reach few tens of Gbit/s speed, such as multichannel
CoaXPress, so reaching the same sensitivity as lock-in DPC at
the same speed would not be possible. The current heliCam
model, like most high-speed cameras, is actually equipped with
an onboard memory, which dictates the maximum total record-
ing time before images have to be downloaded to the computer.
Considering, for example, an 8 GB memory, in lock-in DPC it
is possible to record up to 50.79 s, compared to only 0.72 s in
standard DPC. This example is summarized in Table 1.

This analysis shows that, when resorting to averaging multi-
ple frames to obtain the same sensitivity as in lock-in DPC, the
result will still be inferior: with direct computer transfer the
frame rate will be lower, and with onboard memory the total
recording time will be drastically reduced. Both these choices
are undesirable for real-time biological imaging.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Phase reconstruction of onion epidermal cells. (a) Reconstruction from a single, 7 μs exposure, standard DPC image. (b) Reconstruction
from a single, 120 μs exposure, lock-in DPC image. (c) Reconstruction from a single, 248 μs exposure, lock-in DPC image. Second row: zoom from
the areas indicated in the orange squares.

Table 1. Example of Bit Rate and Recording Time at
1400 Frames per Second

Standard DPC Lock-In DPC

Bit rate 88.2 Gbit/s 1.26 Gbit/s
Recording time for
8 GB memory

0.72 s 50.79 s

Recording time for
16 GB memory

1.45 s 101.58 s
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Currently, these results are limited by the non-uniformity of
the illumination, which could be improved with better illumi-
nation setups or by actively matching the sources, for example,
using a spatial light modulator. If better illumination is
achieved, even longer exposure time can be sustained, further
increasing the single-shot sensitivity.

Another limit of this technique is the resolution and field of
view given by currently available lock-in cameras. The in-pixel
demodulation circuit requires a certain amount of space, giving
a pixel size of 40 μm × 40 μm and a total detector size of
300 × 300 pixels. On the other hand, this technical limitation
may be overcome in the future.

Moreover, other types of applications can be foreseen for this
type of imaging, which can be applied in any situation where
weak modulations over strong backgrounds have to be mea-
sured. For example, the sample response to illuminations of
different polarization or wavelength may be analyzed to map
morphological or chemical structures within the sample.

Overall, this approach may enable easier measurement of
weak phase details or dynamic phenomena, such as in biological
samples, where only interferometric techniques were applied
until now [14–16]: for example, Ling et al. [15] successfully
imaged action potentials in an interferometric system with
0.3 mrad sensitivity and 1000 fps. In our experiments, we have
obtained a sensitivity of 0.7 mrad over a 1400 fps frame rate,
which comes quite close to the requirements of action potential
imaging, while removing issues associated with the use of co-
herent sources, such as speckle noise. This performance is cur-
rently unparalleled in any incoherent phase contrast imaging
system.

While further improvement of the illumination setup and
spatial resolution may be necessary, future applications of this
technique will be of interest for several scenarios in biology.

APPENDIX A: LOCK-IN OPERATION FOR DPC

In this section, we provide a more detailed explanation of how
the lock-in camera can be used for DPC.

Let us assume that the sample under observation is the si-
mulated phase sample depicted in Fig. 7(a). When the sample is
illuminated with the left source in Fig. 1(a), the image at the
camera would be as shown in Fig. 7(b). Under right source
illumination, the resulting image would be as in Fig. 7(c).
We can focus on the intensity received by the pixels on the
left-most rectangle edge, highlighted in the orange circle in
Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). If the light sources are switched over a
period T, tracking the intensity received by the pixels of interest
would give a plot such as shown on the left in Fig. 7(d). This is
the input light modulation at the detector.

The lock-in camera integrates four samples from the input
signals, each with a duration of one quarter of the local oscil-
lator period. The key to performing lock-in DPC is to set the
light switching period to be equal to the local oscillator period,
and to make sure that they are synchronized in phase. In this
way, the first two samples (IL and QL) are obtained during the
left illumination, while the last two samples (IR and QR) are
obtained during the right illumination. Moreover, IL and QL
are equal, as well as IR and QR .

The local oscillator generates two periodic signals with
period T , uI and uQ , which are a sequence of � � 1, 0, − 1, 0�,
and are shifted in phase by 90° with respect to each other. These

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Fig. 7. (a) Simulated phase sample; (b) simulated image formed under left-illumination conditions (SL); (c) simulated image formed under right-
illumination condition (SR); (d) scheme of operation of lock-in DPC, when the synchronization in frequency and phase is correctly done.
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two periodic signals are multiplied with the four input samples,
giving the two quadrature signals in blue in Fig. 7(d). The last
stages are low-pass filtering and averaging, after which two sin-
gle frames, I and Q, are output by the camera.

Unlike applications such as optical coherence tomography,
in this case the only quantity of interest is the amplitude of the
signal. Moreover, if timing of the illumination has been done
correctly, I and Q are identical, and from Eq. (6) the phase
between them is always zero. Since we also need to preserve
information on the positivity and negativity of pixel values with
respect to the background, which would be lost with Eq. (6),
we calculate the lock-in DPC image simply as the sum of
I and Q.

APPENDIX B: CNR IMPROVEMENT LIMIT

As briefly introduced in Section 2.A, the CNR improvement
given by the lock-in method compared to the standard method,
is currently limited by the background non-uniformity.

We define the single-shot CNR improvement as the ratio
between the maximum lock-in CNR and the maximum stan-
dard CNR, for the same sample. Let us first write the CNR
limit for the standard method, using Eq. (11). The most simple
way to improve the CNR is by increasing the background in-
tensity B; this is of course limited by the well capacity of a pixel,
W, since higher intensities would saturate the image making
any analysis impossible. This means that the theoretical maxi-
mum standard CNR is

CNRS,max ∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
W

p
· F −1f2H norm�~uc�φ̃�~uc�g: (B1)

Of course, this is a limit case, since non-uniformity and
phase structures may increase the intensity in some pixels at
the saturation level. We will express the amplitude of the back-
ground non-uniformity as a percentage r of the background BS ,
as shown in Fig. 8(a).

In the lock-in case, for the same exposure time T, the cross
section would look as in Fig. 8(b), where the background BL is
approximately 512: if the left and right illuminations are prop-
erly tuned to have the same average intensities, there would be
no modulation over time, and the camera maps this to the mid-
level of the scale. The non-uniformity here is still rBS . In this
case though, none of the pixels are close to saturation, so we can
safely increase the exposure time, thus improving the CNR. If
we increase the exposure time by a factor k, the non-uniformity
also increases by the same factor, as depicted in Fig. 8(c).
Clearly in this situation, the limit is reached when the ampli-
tude of non-uniformity equals the maximum gray level W, so
we can write

kmaxrBS � W ⇒ kmax �
W
rBS

,

CNRL,max ∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kmaxBS

p
· F −1f2H norm�~uc�φ̃�~uc�g

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
W
r

r
· F −1f2H norm�~uc�φ̃�~uc�g: (B2)

As a consequence, the maximum CNR improvement is
given as

CNRL,max

CNRS,max

�
ffiffiffi
1

r

r
: (B3)
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